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Slow Drag in a Granular Medium
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(Received 12 August 1998)

We have studied the drag force acting on an object moving with low velocity through a granula
medium. Although the drag force is a dynamic quantity, its behavior in this regime is dominated b
the inhomogeneous distribution of stress in static granular media. We find experimentally that the d
force on a vertical cylinder is linearly dependent on the cylinder diameter, quadratically dependent
the depth of insertion, and independent of velocity. An accompanying analytical calculation bas
on the static distribution of forces arrives at the same result, demonstrating that the local theo
of stress propagation in static granular media can be used to predict this bulk dynamic proper
[S0031-9007(98)08142-3]
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Granular materials have many unusual properties
current interest, ranging from the inhomogeneous natu
of stress distribution in granular piles [1,2] to the unusu
dynamic properties of granular motion [3]. Little is
known, however, about an apparently simple quantity: t
drag forcesFdd resisting a solid object moving slowly
through a granular medium. The properties ofFd are
determined by the complex nature of stress propagat
in the bulk of the medium since the drag originates n
only in the grains immediately in front of the object bu
also in the successive layers of grains supporting the
As for a viscous fluid,Fd is a fundamental property of
a granular material and is important to any industri
process involving objects moving through granular matte

In order to appreciate the complex nature of the dr
force, one must consider that, in contrast with fluid
any force applied to a granular medium is resisted i
homogeneously and anisotropically by granular “chain
of force—narrow regions of strained grains surrounde
by the bulk of the medium which is relatively unstraine
[1,4]. Furthermore, in order for an object to move withi
a granular medium, all of the grains impeding its mo
tion must be displaced from its path, requiring a larg
scale reorganization of the material. The inhomogene
of the force propagation and the requirement for grain r
organization give the force a stick-slip character, i.e., t
force between the grains and the moving object fluctua
as strain builds and is released by reorganization of t
grains. Therefore, the magnitude ofFd is determined by
exactly how the inhomogeneously distributed force fro
the object acts to move the grains impeding its motion.

Previous studies of the granular drag force have be
quite limited, although long experience in soil physic
suggests that, due to its frictional origin, the velocity de
pendence will be much weaker than that in fluids [5
There has been no theoretical effort to calculate the dr
force and measurements have been performed only
media which were fluidized by vibrations [6] or when
the dragged object moved so rapidly that the grains
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front were effectively fluidized [7]. These last studies
by Wieghardt found thatFd depended nonmonotonically
on the object’s velocity (first decreasing and then increa
ing with increasing velocity) and was proportional to the
5
2 power of the depth of insertion and the square root o
its horizontal dimension.

While there has only been limited direct study ofFd ,
other workers have measured the related property of she
stress propagation in rotating shear cells. These stu
ies were, however, intentionally restricted to high enoug
shear rates so as to avoid stick-slip fluctuations in th
force—thus probing the same high velocity regime wher
the grains did not settle into static configurations. Indee
Tardoset al. [8] observed the same nonmonotonic veloc
ity dependence as Wieghardt, confirming the equivalen
of the measurement regimes. Although these measu
ments can be successfully analyzed within the framewo
of a Coulomb stress analysis, since the grains are co
stantly in motion, connection with recent work on stres
propagation in static grains [1] is difficult.

We have studied the drag force resisting an obje
traveling through a granular material in the low velocity
regime, i.e., when the grains are not fluidized by th
motion. While the drag force in this regime is a dynamic
quantity, we find that it is determined by the static
properties of the medium. It therefore offers a new
bridge between recent developments in understandi
static stress propagation in granular media [1,2,4] and t
dynamic properties [3].

In our experiments a vertical cylinder of diamete
dc is extended a distanceH into a bucket of granular
material and held fixed while the bucket is slowly
rotated (see Fig. 1). The granular medium consisted
glass spheres with diametersdg  0.41 6 0.05, 0.88 6

0.03, and 3.0 6 0.05 mm where the larger two sizes
had polished smooth surfaces and the smallest we
unpolished with visibly rough surfaces. The rotating
bucket is constructed with an open central tube throug
which a concentric shaft is mounted on low friction
© 1998 The American Physical Society 205
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FIG. 1. Schematic drawings of the apparatus used in t
experiments as described in the text (not to scale). The rotat
bucket was 25.5 cm in diameter and 23.5 cm deep.

bearings. The cylinder which extends into the mediu
is mounted on an arm fixed to this shaft which i
mechanically isolated from the rotation of the bucke
except through the torque on the cylinder from th
granular medium. The arm holding the cylinder is hel
fixed (i.e., prevented from rotating with the bucket) b
the sensor of a load cell which measures the stoppi
force which is equivalent toFd . In order to prevent
the cylinder from repeatedly traveling through a troug
created by previous rotations, the granular environment
randomized by mixing the medium with a fixed “comb”
consisting of a series of thin steel rods inserted almo
to the complete depth of the bucket and held fixe
during the rotation. This apparatus allows us to measu
Fd while independently varying the cylinder diameter
grain diametersdgd, velocity syd, and depth to which
the cylinder is submerged. The largest uncertainty
the determination of the force arose from fluctuations
Fd , which led to a typical uncertainty of61% and no
more than65%. We restrict our velocities to the regime
y ,

p
2gdgy10 to insure that we are indeed in the low

velocity regime as discussed below.
The data from this apparatus are shown in Figs. 2,

and 4. As the inset in Fig. 2 illustrates, the raw da
reflect the stick-slip nature ofFd in the static regime:
The drag force on the cylinder consists of a series
linear increases followed by sudden drops correspondi
to reorganization of the grains directly impeding motion
In Fig. 3 we show the velocity dependence ofFd for
a variety of values ofH, dc and dg. To within the
uncertainty of the measurementss,1%d, we find that the
drag force is independent of velocity. While the velocit
dependence is expected to be weak, previous studies
the shear stress at higher velocities [8] did measure
decrease of,10% in the stress with a decade increas
in velocity at their lowest velocities. By contrast, in the
low velocity regime we observeno change inFd over a
factor of,30 variation in velocity.
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FIG. 2. The dependence of the drag forcesFdd on the
diameter of the cylindersdcd for y  1.5 mmys. The dashed
lines are guides to the eye. The inset shows the fluctuatio
in the force withdg  0.88 mm, dc  4.7 mm, H  48 mm,
andy  0.041 mmys.

As seen in Fig. 2, we findFd to be proportional todc

and independent ofdg for the two larger grain sizes and
increasing by only,15% for the smallest grains. This
increase is not surprising given the frictional origin o
the drag force and the significantly rougher surfaces
the smallest grains. The only deviation from linearity i
seen for the largest grainssdg  3.0 mmd and smallest
cylinders where the force is larger than would be expect
assuming linearity. This deviation might be expected (an
can be understood within our calculations below), sinc
even whendc ! 0, the cylinder must push grains aside
as it moves relative to the medium, and must therefo
approach a constant value for smalldc s, dgd. The depth
dependence ofFd is shown for several combinations of

FIG. 3. The velocity dependence of the measured drag for
sFdd for various parameters (given in mm).d: dc  38,
dg  0.41, H  44; j: dc  4.7, dg  3.0, andH  95; h:
dc  19, dg  3.0, andH  51; m: dc  4.7, dg  0.88, and
H  88; s: dc  4.7, dg  3.0, and H  45; 3: dc  4.7,
dg  0.88, and H  48; and .: dc  4.7, dg  0.88, and
H  18. The dashed line shows for comparison the velocit
dependence of the expected viscous drag force on a 100-m
long rod withdc  4.7 mm moving through Glycerin at 20±C
(multiplied by 10 000 so that it could be plotted on the sam
scale).
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FIG. 4. The depth (H) dependence of the drag forcesFdd.
The data were all taken aty  1.5 mmysec with different
grain and cylinder diameters and normalized to the cylind
size. Note that we obtain a larger normalized force whe
dc , dg (open triangles), sinceFd does not approach zero
when dc , dg. The solid lines are one parameter fits of th
form Fdydc  hgrH2, which, using r  2.5 gycm3 gives
h  4.32 (n), h  2.83 (r), and h  2.43 (j, h, and d).
The inset shows the same data on a logarithmic scale where
solid line has a slope of 2. The52 power dependence observed
by Wieghardt is shown by the dashed line.

dc and dg in Fig. 4. As shown by the solid lines in
the figure, and by the log-log plot shown in the inse
Fd is convincingly quadratic in depth in each case. Th
slight deviation for the smallestH is expected since the
force in that regime is entirely due to the grains ne
the top surface which have much higher dilatancy. O
experimental data can be summarized by the empiri
relation Fd ~ dcH2 which is explicitly independent of
grain size and the velocity of motion.

The above data led us to consider the open theoreti
question of how to calculateFd. We consider a model
corresponding to our experiment in which a stationa
vertical cylinder extends to a depthH below the surface of
a slowly moving granular medium. The complexity of th
problem arises from the anisotropic and inhomogeneo
nature of force propagation which is intrinsic to granula
media, i.e., the fact that the drag consists not of a unifo
resistance, but a strongly fluctuating force associated w
the force chains.

The cylinder cannot move relative to the medium un
all of the grains opposing the motion are reorganize
which requires the grains in the bulk to slip relative t
each other. Such reorganization therefore occurs wh
the local transverse force between the grains exce
the local static friction at some point along each forc
chain, requiring that the external force with which th
cylinder acts on the granular medium exceeds a thresh
value FT . As the motion of the cylinder relative to the
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granular medium is blocked until the grains reorganiz
a linearly increasing horizontal forcefstd builds up
between the cylinder and the granular medium. Wh
the force exceedsFT , the grains suddenly reorganiz
near the cylinder, and such reorganizations result
repeated sharp drops infstd as the cylinder moves
through the medium, giving a stick-slip character to th
force of the sort seen in the raw data of the ins
to Fig. 2. In the low velocity regime, the cylinde
repeatedly encounters a static configuration of gra
which require approximately the same threshold forc
FT , to reorganize. Therefore, the drag force (i.e., t
average external force required to hold the cylind
stationary) is proportional toFT . We also expectFd

to be independent of the velocity, since the distan
between the consecutive static configurations blocking
cylinder motion depends only on characteristics of t
granular medium, such as packing fraction and intergra
friction. This velocity independence will be limited to the
regime of velocities smaller than the velocity of the grain
rearranging in front of the cylindery ø yrearrange >p

2gdg , 0.1 mys for 1 mm grains). At higher velocities
the grains are fluidized, i.e., they do not settle after t
cylinder breaks a given grain configuration.

To calculateFd , we assume that the system is mad
up of h  Hydg discrete horizontal layers of the granula
medium. In a given layerj, the grain configuration is
stable until the local force between a pair of grains with
a layer is larger than a critical forceFc. Physically,Fc

is the force necessary to make a grain slip relative
another somewhere in the layer, and it is proportional
the static friction between the grains. In turn, the sta
friction is proportional to the local normal component o
the force acting at the bead contact, controlled by t
average pressure, which for large containers is known
increase linearly with the depthj [9]. Consequently, we
obtainFc  Agmgj whereA is a constant depending on
the surface properties, morphology, and packing of t
grains,g is the gravitational acceleration, andmg is the
mass of the individual grains [10].

Given this expression forFc, we calculate the probabil-
ity that in a given layerj, the inhomogeneous force dis
tribution will lead the local force to exceedFc. For this
calculation, we use theq model of Coppersmithet al. [1]
which was originally applied to the force chains resu
tant from gravitational force on the grains. Theq model
assumes that the physical origin of the force chains l
in the inhomogeneity of packing. In the model, the tot
force acting on a given particle is transmitted unevenly
N adjacent particles such that a fractionqij of the force
acting on particlei will be transmitted to particlej. In
the q model qij is a random variable with the constrain
of force balance on each particle. We extend the mode
calculate the probability distribution of intergrain force
within each layer, assuming that the source of the for
207
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on the layer is an object of transverse sizedc exerting a
horizontal forceFyh. The probabilitypj that the grains
within a particular layer will meet the criteria to reorga
nize is obtained by integrating over the entire layer th
probability that a single local force between grains e
ceedsFc, leading to [11]

pjsh, Fd  1.5fFdgysAghjmgdcdg2 . (1)

For the cylinder to move relative to the medium
the grains in all layers must simultaneously meet th
criteria to reorganize, thus the probability of relativ
motion is given by

Qh
j1 pj . The expectation value

of FskFl ; Fdd can therefore be obtained by settinQh
j1 pj  1, this condition being satisfied whenF p
2y3e2 AmgH2dcyd3

g, leading to

Fd  hgrH2dc , (2)

wherer is the density of the individual solid grains, an
h  A

p
32p2y27e2 [12].

Equation (2) is in agreement with the experiment
measurements of theH and dc dependence ofFd and
provides the equivalent of a granular Stokes Law f
an object moving through a granular medium. Th
calculations are valid for any object of transverse sizedc,
not just a cylinder, so the shape dependence comes in
value of h, and not in the functional form of the drag
force [13]. This theoretical result can be easily extend
to objects fully immersed in a granular medium and als
to the important case of grains deep in a silo where t
pressure is depth independent.

Since we find thatFd is not time independent but rathe
has strong fluctuations (Fig. 2, inset), this study also su
gests that the drag can provide a direct measure of fo
fluctuations inside the bulk of granular media, a subje
of considerable current interest [3] which has heretofo
been largely limited to probes at the containers’ wall
While the cylinder itself may be affecting the grain con
figuration and therefore the bulk granular properties, t
very limited impact of the shape of the cylinder [13] sug
gests that the insertion of the cylinder does not drastica
alter the granular properties. The incorporation of theq
model into our analysis allows us to systematically tre
non-mean-field dynamic quantities such as the fluctuati
distribution within the framework of an analytical theory
thereby building a bridge between the newly develop
understanding of force propagation in static granular m
dia and the bulk dynamic behavior.

The measurement of the drag force also offers a n
tool for probing other physical properties of granula
media, such as the development of correlations due to
presence of interstitial liquid [14].
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